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T. P. Wan ler, G. P. I.awrence, T. S. I-lhatia, J. 11.tlillen, K.C. Il. Chan,
(?R. W. arnet~ k’. W. Guy, D. I.iska, S. Nath, G. H. Neuschaefer,

and IM.Shubaly,
Los Alamos National I.abcratory, Ims Alamos, NM 87545

introduction

In the summer of 1989, n collaboration between Los Alamos National

Laboratory arid Brookhavcn National Laboratory conducted a study to establish a

reference design of a facility for accelerator production of tritium (APT). The APT

concept’ Iz is dmt of a neutron-sptillatiun source, which is bawd on the use of high-

energy protons to bombard lead nuclei, rcsultin.g in Lhe productk.m of Iargc quantities

of neutrons. Neutrcms from the lead me copturcd by lithium t.a produce tritium. This

paper describes the design of a 1.6-GeV, 250-mA proton cw Iineur rwccieralnr for

A~Yrm

IWcrenca Accclerutor Configuration

The rcfcrcncc accclerutor confl~~uration (F’i~, 1) consistsof two Iuw-energy, 350-

MIIz, 125-mA proton Iinmx, WMSCbeams nrc funnchxi nt 2(I McV and injected into a

single 700- MIIz, 250-mA linac f’i)r nccch?rntiuc to 1(;(.)0 .McV, I!nch dc injcci.or

consists of a duel’lGatron ion ~ourcc rmd Iow-energy hculn ~runsport (Lit IW! line,

which pr~)dlwm n 140-niA bctun fur injcclion into n r~~di[)fr(!+uency.q~lndrup[]l(~ (NFQ)

Iinac titruc!,urc, The ltK’Q focuses nnd ridiatmtic~ll~ bunches the injected bonrnl nnd

with the snmc rf cluctric fivlds uccclcrntu the tmnm b} nn energy of 2.b MuV. At this

●WI;t’k IIIIppIIrtd hy Lhu lJS lhIpIII’I IIIPII[ II( l;II(!rl~y WI I II I,IMIAI II III(m NIII itw~ll l,l~lmtui,t,rmy
lh’w’loplmt I’UII(I!I
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energy the drift-tube linac (DTL), which provides more efficient acceleration, and

focusing from electromagnetic quadruples inside the drift tubes, increases the beam

energy to 20 MeV. The two 20-MeV, 350-MHz beams arrive out of phase at an rf

deflector element, which funnels them into a single colinear 700-MHz bunched beam

for further acceleration in E high-energy, 700-MHz, 250-rnA coupled-cavity linac

(CC.L) kI the final energy of 1600 MeV.

Fig. 1. The A!WI’rcf’crcnce nccrlcrnt,or configumtion,
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limit on the choice of 12TL frequency. A 2~A-type DTL is chosen to accommodate the

physical length of the quadruples. For performance reasons, a two-frequency linac

design is employed: 350 MHz for the RFQ and DTL, and 700 MHz for the CCL. Beam

funneling is employed because it results in improved beam quality and reduced

particle losses in the CCL for the desired current level. The CCL is designed in a

modular fashion with the lattice units identified as types 1 to 7. Type 1 is composed oi

2-cell lattice units; the number increases to 10 cells per lattice unit for Type 7.

Overall there are 1451 lattice units in the CCL, with a total of 10275 accelerating

cells. If necessary, an emittance filter, a system of collimators to remove beam halo,

can be installed at 40 MeV after the major accelerator transitions. Lengths, rf power

to the structure, ana beam power are shown in Fig. 1 for each type uf accelerating

structure. A table within the figure provides an estimate of the number of rf tubes:

470 at 700 MHz and 12 at 350 MHz. A second table gives transverse and longitudinal

emittances for a nonideai beam case used in the simulations, in which the beam is

deliberately mismatched t.a the DTL. Designing with a nonideal beam provides a

safety margin, especially for ccmsiderations associated with beam loss.

WC htivc chosen 350 MHz and 700 M1lz for the APT reference design, ‘l’hi;

optimutn choice of frequencies involves mnny issues, nnd we believe complctc designs

at different frequencies would be nccessnry tu rigorously est~blish the best choice for

API’. lliMh frequencies distribuk the totul chargu in more bunches and produce ICHS

space-chnrge-induced growth of cmittancc nnd hnlo. Dut at higher frequency the

trnnsversc dimcnsicm dccrwwc, and nlignmcmt und Wccring bccomc mm di~cult,

Furthermore, the npcrturcs must riccrcn~c nt higher frequency to nvoid n high

penulty in structure puwcr c~cicncy, nnd nt hi~h frcqucrwy, nonlimmr fields in the rf

gaps rcducc the usnblc apcrt.urcs. on the bn~i~ of linnc design cxpcricmw, wc

believed that n choice of frequency much higher thnn 350/?00 Mllz would rmult in
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diminishing returns with respect to growth ofemittance and halo and would probably

significantly increase the problems associated with higher frequency. Low

frequencies have the advantage of allowing larger apertures but generally result in

larger beam size and more particles in fewer bunches, which translates into

undesirable space-charge-induced growth ofemittance and halo, Furthermore, lower

frequencies require accelerating structures with larger transverse dimensions. The

mechanical design and handling of very large and heavy components can make

fabrication and precise alignment diffl; ult. The German Spallations-

Neutronenquelle (SNQ) design study~ used frequencies of 100/200 MHz, which are

the lowest values that we considered in the APT study. Comparison of SNQ with

APT simulation results shows that SNQ had significantly more ernittance growth

than APT, which was not offset by the larger apertures (i.e., the aperture-to-rms

ratios are larger for APT), For a definitive conclusion, a systematic study should be

undertaken, using one linac-design approach. For the moment, we believe the

evidence suggests lhat our choice of 350/700 MIIz for APT is nol fnr from optimum.

[,inac I)esig’n Approach

I.inac I)csign I)hilowphy

‘l’he mnin design objective for the AP’1’ linac is to provide high bcatn

t.rnnsmission nnd low pnrticlc losses to minimize rndioactivntiun ofthc accclerntor. A

twof’old strutegy is used in the design. First, wc cstublish good benrn quulity in the

lowwnergy nccc!crnt.ors U) minimize bcum cmilt.antes (ohnse-spncu nren) nnd hnlo,

This is nccomplishcd by(1) opcrut.ing in n cw IIIW-ICto reduw th~ pcnk current nnd the

relutcd space-chnrgc effects, (2) using the RI+’Q fur Iow-velocity bunching und
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acceleration, (3) using ramped accelerating fields in the DTL to control the

longitudinal distribution, (4) funneling to provide the desired current at lower

emittance, and (5) using high-frequency accelerating structures to reduce the charge

per bunch and the undesirable nonlinear space-charge forces that cause halo growth.

Second, in the high-energy linac we try to keep the beam away from radial apertures

and longitudinal bucket limits and to reduce beam losses that cause activation. This

is accomplished by providing (1) a large aperture ta rms-bearn-size ratio, (2) a large

bucket (separatrix) width to rms-bunch-length ratio, (3) good alignment and beam

steering, all~ (4) guod phase control of the accelerator structures. Activation and

radiation damage effects from residual halo and beam losses can be limited by (!)

using radiation-hard electromagnetic quadruples wherever possible, (2) restricting

the major transitions (bunching and frequency doubling) to the lowest velocities,

v-here the associated local beam losses have minimal activation effects, and (3) using

emittance filters after the mQor transitions to remove halo that leads to particle

losses.

It is important to control the growth ofemittance and the associated beam halo

to reduce txmrn losses. Although. the causes of beam halo fbrnmtion in phase space

arc not completely understood, we have observed in numerical .imulaticm studies

thnt nonlinear spice-charge forces net to produce halo, Nonlinenr spncc-charge forces

nt transitions in the ncca!cratur, where parameters change, appenr ti increase the

nmount of hnlo. Transit.icms such as changcti in the slrcngth of the cxtwnnl focusing

force, chnngc~ in pcriodicity of the focu~ing l~ttticc, introduction of dcflectin~

clcmcnb, tm :hnnges in rf frequency cnu~c a chnngc in the cxternnl focusing, nnd the

beam must udnpl. Given u sufllcicnt number of bcamplnma puriw.h uftcr such u

transition is introcluccd, the Iwnm hn~ mwlvcd to n qumi-stntionnry u{ntc. lluring

this cvo[ut,ion proms, bcnm ht~lu iti produced. ‘1’hctimu wmlc for hnlo production is
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not yet well established but appears to be in the range of a few to a few tens of beam-

plasma periods. This time scale may be relevant to the design of emittance-filter

systems. It does appear that accelerate transitions should be introduced only when

necessary; for example, ion source extraction, bunching, and (in some cases)

funneling require accelerator transitions. If these transitions are kept at the low-

energy end of the accelerator, the activation effects of the associated local beam losses

are minimized, and collimator systems that act as emittance filters to remove the

halo will be more effective and easier to implement. Goad beam matching across

these transitions is very important to minimize the disruption to the beam. With

regard to rms emitumce, we believe this is a quantity whose growth should be

controlled. Not only is rms-emittance growth often correlated with halo production,

but the rrns emittance affeck the overall spatial size of a given beam distribution; the

larger the rms emiltance, the larger the beam size and the greater the extension in

real spoce of the halo that already exists.

Radio-Frequency Quadruple

‘l”he RFQ design parameters nre shown in Table 1. The RFQ bunch ~s the 140-

mA input dc beam and accelerates it frotn 0.1 tu 2.5 McV. The output beam from the

RFQ is then injected into the following DTL using n tnatxhing section, which consists

of four electromagnetic qundrupole magnets and lwu rf bunchcr cnvilics. ‘!’he beam

transmission, output currenl, and output cmittnncm for the RFQ are bnscd on the

results of numerical ~imulution with thu PA1tMTltQ code. lJy usin~ n vune geometry

with cunstnnt transverse rudius of curvt~t. ure,wc expect n mnximum peak surfnce

electrl~ field of about 1.t! tinws the Kilpatrick vnluc, which corresponds to 33- MV/m.

The currcnl limit is 260 mA, nnd wc used a constant-current-limit. uccclcrnting
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section to reduce the RFQ length for easier tuning. ‘l’he RFQ cavity can be driven

with a single 350-MHz klystron.

TAB1.il 1.
A [W RFQ Parameters

Frequency

Energy

Synchronous phase

Vnnc modulation

Radial apcrlurc

tntervtine voltage

Peak surfuce field

l)C injcclion currcnl

ChJtput currcnl

tle~m transmission

Transverse rrns cmilluncc
I,ongiludinal rms cmiltancc

RF(J Icngth

Copper power

[ham power

‘1’otul power

350 Mllz
0.11,02,5 MeV

-90°10-37°

l,Oto 1.8

0.375 to0.310cm

95kV

33 MVlm
140 mA

128 mA

0,91
0,020100,OZ3rrcnrnrtid

O.ola 1.4X Iofillev-s
3.4 m

0.4 Mw
0.: Fb’lw
0.7 MW

I)rift-’l’ube I.inac

The DTL parameters are shown in Table 2. The L)TL uses a FODO focusing

lattice composed of radiation hard electromagnetic quadruple magnets inside the

drifl tubes and a 2~A cell tQ provide sufficient room for the magnets. The quadruple

magnets require a gradient of 46-1’/m and an effective length of 6.4 cm, which results

in a zero-current betatron phase advance per focusing period of 00 = 70”. The DTL

can be configured in five separate rf tanks, each of which can be driven fr~)m a single

350-MHz klystron. The output emittunccs listed in Table 2 are conservative values,

obtained from numerical simulation using the PA RMILA code for a nonideal cnse

where the twum is deliberately mismakhed LUthe LY1’1,.

Funnel
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TA1-11.tl 2.
APT DT1. Parameters

SLruclure 2~A

Lattice I+ ’(+)I)O

F’rcquency 350 MIIz

Energy 2.5 LO20 MeV

Triinsvcrse rms emit.tance 0.027 LO0,058 IIcn-mrtid
!angiLudina]rms emilbnce I.6103. OX 10-GlleV-s

Synchronous phase -40°
Acceleratinggradient (E;r) 1.1103.1MV/m
Peak surface field 22 MV/m

Raditil aperture 0.84 cm

l,ength 11.3m

Number ofcclls 51

Copper power 1.3 MW

l-learn power 2.2 MW

q’ottil power 3.5 MW

Table 3 shows the parameters of the funneling system for APT. The beams are

focused transversely with electromagnetic quadruple magnets and longitudinally

with 350-MHz rf-buncher cavities. As the beams approach the common final axis, the

spacing becomes small, and more compact permanent-magnet ‘ -~adrupoles and 700-

MHz buncher cavities are required. Finally, the beams are merged in an

electromagnetic quadruple that is horizontally defocusing and passed inb the 350-

MHz rf deflector. The deflector phase is chosen so that the transverse rf fields act on

the two out-of-phase bunched beams to produce the final beam, which is injected inta

the 700-MHz linac.

Coupled-Cavity l.inac

The CCL parameters are summarized in Table 4. The longitudinal phase

advance for zero current ranged from 15” at the CCL entrance to 3.4” at the end. The

tran~vcrse phase advance for zero current was held constant at 70”.
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TABLE 3.
APT Funnel Parameters

Energy 20 MeV

Number ofquadrupcdes 2x5+2=12

Number ofdipolcs 2x2=4

Number of bunchers 2x2=4

Number of rfdefleclors 1

Length i.5m

lnilial beam separation 60.5 cm

Aperlure radius 0.8cm

Input beam current 2x 125mA

Output beam currenl 250 mA

Transverse rms emiltancc 0.058 to 0.061 1]cm-mrad

Longitudinal rms cmittancc 3,0 la 3.o x IO-6 IIeV-s

Copper rf power 0.25 MW

TA131.E 4.
A p’r CC 1.Parameters

Slruclurc

I.alt.ice

IJrcquency

ltncrgy

Currenl

Transvome rms emitlancc

Longitudinal rms cmiltancc

Number per bunch

Accclcraling grtidienl (kJOT)

Peak surface field

Aperlurc radius

Synchronous phiisc

Length

Number of Iatlicc lJnil.~

Cclla/tank

Copper pcwcr

Iletim powrr

Total rf power

Side-Coupled

FOIX), 7 sections

700 MIIz

20- 160CIMcV

250 mA

0.061100.068 Ii cm-mr~d

3.0 to4.4x 10-6 IICV-S

2.2 x 109
1 MV/m (lul,Lice avcrtigc)

7,2 MVlm

1.4- 3.5cm

-60” L(.IkO”

2063 m

1451

2,3,4,6,8,10

l15MW

395 MW

510MW

To provide strongest focusing in the CCL, we have chosen to use relatively short

tanks with a singlet FODO lattice, ensuring a high density of focusing elements. To

guarantee a large transit-time factor and better stability against adverse effects from

excitatim of high-order modes, we have designed each t:mk length k correspond ‘W

tic correct local value of velocity (P). Having different sections in the CCL allows us
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tc optimize the linac parameters for each velocity region. A relatively small number

of sections results in fewer different component parameters (e. g., aperture size,

quadruple parameters, rf-module designs, etc.), which facilitates fabrication of the

accelerator. This feature must be balanced against the advantage of keeping the

parameter changes small from section to section to avoid introducing significant

transitions that can disturb the beam equilibrium and cause growth of halo and

additional beam spill. We chose seven CCL sections for the APT reference design.

We chose a large radial aperture within each velocity region and limited the aperture

to a value of about fiiM2n, where pi is the initial velocity of the section, to avoid a

large reduction in transit-time factor. Additional design studies may allow us to

determine whether this criterion is necessary. We chose the number of cells per tank,

and the corresponding focusing lattice period, in each section to ensure a large value

of aperture to rms-bea.m-size ratio calculated from a 3-dimensional uniform ellipsoid

model. Although the choice of short tanks is desirable to maintain strongest

focusing, this requires a larger number of component tanks to achieve the full energy

gain.

We examined the effects of high-order-mode excitation by the beam (beam

breakup) for the CCL reference design. The most serious effect is generally

associated with excitation ofa cavity dipole mode, usually the TM I 10 mode, by an off-

axis beam; this effect occurs above a certain threshold in beam current. When the.

cavity dipole mode is excited, it exerts a transverse force on the beam. The

TMI lo-mode frequer.cy is not harmonically related to the accelerating-mode

frequency, and after an initial transient buildup, the final beam is subject to a time-

dependent deflection, which causes an effective jitter of the beam centroid.

Consequently, OIC envelope of the o’utput transverse phase-space distribution is

enlarged, when averaged over time, and the effective emithance is increased. This
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problem has been of concern for high-current electron linacs, but we conclude that it

is not serious for the APT CCL for two reasons: first, the proton is nearly 2000 times

more massive than the electron, which reduces the deflection for a given cavity-

excitation level. This greater inertia of the proton provides stabilization against

deflection. Second, the design velocity of the ~avities increases from tank to tank in

the APT CCL (the proton dynamics are not in the extreme relativistic region, as are

the electron dynamics in most electron lin.acs). Although the accelerating-mode

frequency is the same for all tanks, the TM1 lo-dipole mode frequency diffem from

tank to tank. This difference makes the growth of a significant TM110 amplitude

difllcult because a TM] 10deflection of the beam from a given tank is not able to drive

a TM110 excitation in subsequent cavities. A TM110 frequency mismatch can be

increased, if necessary, during tuning of the cavities @ ensure that the TM1 lo-mode

excitation causes no significant emittance growth.

API’ Numerical Simulation Calculations

The numerical simulation codes used consist of PARMTEQ for the RFQ,

PARMILA for the DTL and funnel, and CCLDYN for the CCL. These codes track

particles through the accelerator, and most treat the space-charge forces using a fast

2-dimensional particle-in-cell approach. In each time step, the particles are allocated

to cells of an r-z mesh, and space-charge fields are calculated and used together with

the external forces to advance the particles for the next step. In the funnel, where the

average x- and y-plane beam enveiopes are not symmetrical, a 3-dimensional space-

charge calculation is used. We carried out the simulation studies for APT with an

initial matched Gaussian dc beam using 7500 particles into the RFQ. (The measured

beam from relevant dc injectors is cmsistent with a Gaussian profile). The input

beam is distributed uniformly in the longitudinal direction and is assigned zero
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initial energy spread (a good approxirnat!on for the 10-to 100-eV energy spread of a

real beam). We did simulation studies for two cases: an ideal beam case and a

nonideal beam case. For the ideal beam case, ail linac fields were set to their design

values, and the matihing quadruples and rf cavities preceding the DTL and CCL

were set to provide an ideal match as determined by the program TRACE31).

lp~atching into the CCL is provided by beam elements of the funnel line, and.- A

matching into the DTL, by a special matching section composed of four quadruple

lenses and two rf cavities.) The nonideal API’ beam differs from the ideal beam in

that we changed parameters in the matching section before the DTL to produce a

large mismatch. Although we believe the nonideal beam represents a more realistic

representation of the typical beam quality that has been obtained in previous high-

energ-- linacs, it may be possible to improve the performance from that of the

nonideal case, especially by providing and using the information from high-

perf~ ‘mance beam diagnostics.

‘l’he simulation results for the nonideal beam are shown in Figure 2. The upper

figures show transverse displacement versus angle (x versus x“and y versus y’). The

lower right figure shows the energy versus phase relative to the design particle

(longitudinal phase space). The stable lon~~itudinal region is also shown in the Iuwer

right figure for comparison with the particles, ‘I’he lower left figure snows the x-

versus-y cross section and the circular output aperture for the final beam. ‘l’he space

occupied by the beam ifi the CCL is much smaller than the ricceptnnce limits, which

was n main objective of the design. Beam emittances for the nonideal bcnm

simulation are given in Fig, 1 and Tables 2 through 4. The aperture tu rms-betim-size

rritio in the CCL ranged from 20 to 31 for the ideal benrn nnd from 14 to 22 for the

rmnidenl beam. Thus, above 20 McV, the design procedure sucweded in obtaining

large aperture to rms -beam-size rnt.ios.
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Fig. 2. Output beam at 1600 MeV from the numerical simulation for the nonideal
beam case.

To arrive at an initial estimate of losses in the reference design, we have

adopted an extrapolation procedure, which we have applied to the nonideal beam

simulation. In this procedure, we obtained beam loss values in ench section of the

CCL for reduced values of the aperture. We extrapolated these loss values to an

effective aperture that we chose to be two standard deviations (3.4 mm) less than the

true tiperture, to account lor estimated beam mis. steering. In cases where the

extrapolated numbers were too small to be significant, v-e used upper-limit values

for the extrnpolnt.ion to provide a conservative estimate. The resulb are shown in

Table 5. We conservatively obtained the peak-loss estimate~ by reassigning all the

losses of H section tu the !irst four cells of the section, where the highest losses are
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observed in the simulation. We obtained the distributed-loss estimate by artificially

distributing all lost particles of a section in a uniform loss distribution, Thus, in

obtaining these estimates, we used the same extrapolated lost particles for both the

peak and distributed !OSSCS.We believe our procedures should result in upper bounds

of simulation code prediction for losses for each type. The corresponding activation

levels can be estimated if (1) we take the rule-of-thumb from the Los Alamos Meson

Physics Facility (LAMPF) that 1 n~m loss results in 20 mrem/h activation at 800

MeV, and (2) we assume that the activation leve! as a function of energy is

proportional to the yield of neutrons per incident proton in copper (which depends

linearly on proton energy above 500 MeV). The results, shown in Table 6, are that

the most radioactive area is at the entrance to the CCL, which may req’~ire remote

maintenance for certain jobs, Except for this one place, the activation levels would be

no more than a few mrerrdh, which is acceptable for hands-on maintenance.

Our goal has been to produce a conservative reference design with a compact,

high-quality beam and low beam losses. We used numerical simulation studies,

which included space charge, to confirm the good beam characteristics of this

reference design,

‘1’AI]I.H 5,
Henm I,ow Estimates in Al) ’l’ CCI, Hased on Extrapolation I’rocodure Using

Simulation Kcmuits
Il:r]crghy (MuV) 20 40 W I(W :J20 (140 I000”

I’cuh IOHS(IIA/m) 3000 20 (, z,: (),()(1 O()(i ().()(; (),()6

[)islt’iljlltcd ]OHH (rIA/111) HII 0,4 0.001 0 ()() I ()()()1 0.001 (),0()1

A(; KNOW I, HI)(IMI!N’I’S
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‘IoA13LE6,
Activation Estimates from the Simulation Results

Iincrgy (McV) 20 40 80 1(;0 320 640 1000

Pcmk (mRi:mfh) 48 I,(; 0,024 0.12 0.48 0.96 1,4

I)istribut.cd (mlterrdh) [,3 0.032 0.0004 0.002 0,008 0.016 0.024
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paper. We acknowledge the criticel evaluation of the design ideas by S, t%hritwr,
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